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Dear Friends:

On behalf of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Karyn and I welcome you to Littleton High school for the Annual Vision-Aid Celebration.

Vision-Aid has made it its mission to empower blind and low-vision students with the resources to prosper and live fulfilling lives. As a result of their tremendous passion for helping others Indian dance, Sri Madurai R. Muralidaran and his talented performers have come together to produce “Charmer, Warrior, Guide,” a story of overcoming one’s challenges with courage, faith, and friendship.

We extend our deepest gratitude to all of the attendees this evening for supporting this organization and we hope you enjoy the show!

Sincerely,

CHARLES D. BAKER
GOVERNOR

KARYN E. POLITO
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Vision-Aid is honored to be Harvard Pilgrim Healthcare’s Count Us In Community Partner

Vision-Aid is profoundly grateful to Harvard Pilgrim Health Care (HPHC) for generously supporting Vision-Aid initiatives. HPHC is helping Vision-Aid scale new heights in bringing light into the lives of those who suffer from blindness and low vision.

Thanks to HPHC’s support, Vision-Aid is launching several new programs in 2017, including computer programming and spoken English classes for the visually impaired and sponsoring the Boston Accessibility Conference on Oct. 7th, 2017.

For more details, please see Page #7
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to eat with his friends. He charms the village with his beautiful flute. His friends help him carry out his mischief, and then charm his village to join him. As Krishna grows up in the village of Gokulam, he enlists his friends to help him with his pranks. Krishna the Charmer: Mischievous and Miraculous

A Miraculous Birth

After years of captivity, Devaki gives birth to a girl child. She and Vasudeva hold the baby boy briefly, dreading Kamsa’s arrival. Kamsa, Krishna’s true father, is the king of Mathura and has a heartless and tyrannical nature. He adores his younger sister Devaki, who is pregnant with Krishna. Kamsa tries to kill this switched baby, but she transforms into Lord Vishnu during her birth. The baby is miraculous - he is still alive.

Vasudeva will be the instrument of Kamsa’s death. Fearful for his life, Kamsa tries to kill Devaki. When Vasudeva intervenes, Kamsa imprison the couple.

The Wedding Prophecy

When he approaches the Yamuna river that he must cross to enter the village of Gokulam, the waters miraculously part and Lord Vishnu comes to help him. Krishna, who is clearly a divine child.

Krishna the Charmer: Tender and Teasing

As Krishna grows older, he is beloved by all the gopis, the young village girls. He is particularly beloved by Radha, whose pining for Krishna is a metaphor for our spiritual seeking of grace and enlightenment.

Krishna the Warrior: Beguiling and Brave

The gopis’ bliss in Krishna’s presence is expressed through their joyful raas leela dances. Their frolicking is interrupted by a tragic attack on children by the poisonous snake Kaliya. Krishna revives the victims and then defeats Kaliya, dancing victoriously atop the snake’s hood.

Krishna the Guide: Prudent and Protective

Every year, the villagers of Gokulam hold a festival to honor Indra, the lord of the skies. Krishna, however, advises that this year the villagers should honor the Govardhana Mountain, which provides shelter and sustenance for the villagers’ daily lives. Enraged, Lord Indra sends down a torrential downpour, threatening to flood the village. Krishna raises Govardhana Mountain on his little finger, Indra sends down a torrential downpour, threatening to flood the village. Krishna raises Govardhana Mountain on his little finger, providing shelter for the entire village until Indra’s rage subsides.

A Prophecy Fulfilled

Krishna’s true origins are revealed when he attends a contest held at King Kamsa’s court. Kamsa first tries to defeat Krishna with court wrestlers and a fighting elephant, and finally attacks Krishna himself. Krishna easily defeats the arrogant and heartless king destined to be destroyed by this young avatar of Lord Vishnu. Krishna restores his grandfather Ugrasena to the throne at Mathura.

Krishna and the Great War

Krishna will go on to be the omniscient guide who helps the good prevail over the forces of envy, greed and deceit during the Kurukshetra war described in the famous epic Mahabharata.

Krishna the Guide wins our hearts with his miraculous compositions over the years that have traveled the length and the breadth of the world. In Boston, he is ably assisted by Co-Producers Jeyanthi, Sujatha and SriPriya.

Karyalakshmi Muralidaran, a child prodigy and completed her arangetram when she was 8 under the guidance of her parents, Gurus Madura R Muralidaran & Smt.Chitra Muralidaran. She has toured all over the world and given solo and group performances apart from performing at premier dance festivals and prominent sabhas in India. She majored in Visual Communications in Chennai and feels honored to participate in Vision-Aid’s Production Narration.

Ramjani Saigal, the director of the Eastern Rhythms dance school in Burlington, MA. Her students have won National Awards. She has received wide acclaim for her productions on DNA, Ramayana & Savitri. She is a co-founder of Lokvani.com, co-chair of TIE-SE, Executive Director of Ekal Vidyalaya. She has co-produced several Vision-Aid productions since 2008.

Vision-Aid gratefully thanks the following accomplished Dance Teachers who have performed their arangetrams. She was co-produced shows like BharathyNatyam, Shivaratri & Savitri. She is a co-founder of Lokvani.com, co-chair of TIE-SE, Executive Director of Ekal Vidyalaya. She has co-produced several Vision-Aid productions since 2008.

Vision-Aid is delighted to present its most brilliant production yet - Charmer, Warrior, Guide, a Broadway-style mega dance production, with the rich and vibrant choreography of the renowned producer, Madhuri R Muralidaran who has metamorphosed together the lyrics, music and entire dance sequence to create this breathtaking production, starring over 70 artists.

Charmer, Warrior, Guide brings to life the childhood of Krishna, an avatar of Lord Vishnu, who was born on earth to overcome the selfish, heartless and tyrannical vices of human nature as exemplified by the wicked King Kamsa. Krishna the Charmer wins our hearts with his adorable antics; Krishna the Warrior inspires us to be better selves with his fearless heroics and Krishna the Guide inspires us to be better selves with his penetrating wisdom.

The endearing story of Krishna -- Charmer, Warrior, Guide – the endearing story of Krishna

Krishna the Charmer, Warrior, Guide

Concept, Choreography, Music & Direction

Madhuri R Muralidaran is a wellknown performing dancer, dance-guru, composer, and musician, who has composed over 120 varnas, produced several dance dramas, composed Pushpaanjali, Alarippu, Mallaar, Varnams & Thillanas in all 35 thalam’s & Jathiswarams in all 72 Melakarta ragas unprecedented in the field of Bharatha Natya. His musical compositions on all the above ragas are still popular and continue to inspire many musicians today.

Co-Producers

Jeyanthi Ghatraju, a Bharatanatyam dancer and choreographer with a mission to perform for charity, has been a Co-Producer of Vision-Aid productions since 2009. She offers Degree Programs in Performing Arts at her Natyajaali dance school through her affiliation with Alagappa Performing Arts Academy. Several of her students have performed their own arangetrams. She was awarded the coveted US Presidential Gold Service Award in 2013 for her community service.

Sujatha Meyyappan, an acclaimed Bharatanatyam dancer, Choreographer and Artistic Director of Kolam Academy of Dance in Tyngsboro & Andover, MA, has produced shows like BharathyNatyam, Shivaratri, & Omkaram. She has participated and Co-Produced fundraisers for many charitable causes including Vision-Aid since 2009. She serves as the co-chair of Tyngsboro Cultural Council and on the board of TMM.

SriPriya Natarajan Moorthy, the director of Abhinaya Natya Sala in Framingham, MA, has been actively involved in several Vision-Aid productions since 2010. In 1999, she co-founded MIT Natya, one of the first collegiate Indian classical dance organizations in the nation. She delights in cultivating a love of dance & dramatic storytelling in her students, nurturing their self-confidence and inspiring them to excel in all of Bharatha Natyam.

Thanks to event Video & Photographers

Saravanam Meyyappan www.facebook.com/kolamcreations
Jayakumar Sathyamoorthy dazzle.smugmug.com/ Krish Velurumugan www.facebook.com/KrisP.Fotos/
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Meet Vision-Aid’s New Partners (2017)

Nethra Vidyalaya, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
Vision-Aid is starting specialized computer training programs at Nethra Vidyalaya, a non-profit, which provides education for blind in India and is a part of the Jeeyar Educational Trust (JET). Nethra Vidyalaya provides educational programs from primary level to high school, junior & senior college, where hundreds of blind students are being trained every year. Vision-Aid and Nethra will establish a new training facility where Nethra’s students can learn from Vision-Aid’s standardized computer curriculum as well as take advantage of Vision-Aid’s specialized education in Computer Programming and Spoken English.

Shankara Netralaya, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Vision-Aid is establishing a partnership with Shankara Netralaya to offer free assistive devices to non-paying (needy) patients in their low vision clinic at Chennai. The Vision-Aid Shankara Netralaya fund will provide free devices to hundreds of patients every month.

Exciting New Vision-Aid Initiatives In 2017

Computer Programming classes for the visually impaired: Our network of volunteers provides one-on-one mentoring to blind students. Some of our students have already reached advanced levels of proficiency, including gaining MIT certification via edX and have secured jobs. This exciting program holds a lot of potential to help visually impaired students scale new heights.

Spoken English classes for the visually impaired: Starting in fall of 2017, free spoken English classes will be offered to visually impaired students all over India, via both our partner network and online classes. These classes have been specially designed by Vision-Aid to teach visually impaired students. We look forward to scaling this program which began as a pilot last year.

Boston Accessibility Conference on October 7th 2017: Vision-Aid is sponsoring the Boston Accessibility Conference to bring together experts from all around the world to discuss challenges and solutions in the space of accessibility at the IBM Innovation Center at Cambridge, MA. The conference will explore how technological advances can be applied to benefit the visually impaired.

How you can help
• Make a pledge
• Donate your vehicle
• Shop online for us at smile.amazon.com and iGive.com
• Volunteer with us!
Visit www.VisionAid.org

BEST WISHES TO VISION-AID FROM AIF NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

Nethra Vidyalaya, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh

Shankara Netralaya, Chennai, Tamil Nadu

AIF’s Social and Economic Change in India
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ABILITIES AND INABILITY PROGRAM (AIPP)  MARATHI CLANDESTINE TRAINING (MCT)  HEALTH-BASED Live-Work Environment (HBLW)  MANPOWER AND NEWBORN SURVIVAL (MANWS)  mOBILE CARE  VISIONARY FELLOWSHIP FOR SERVICE IN INDIA

www.aif.org
### Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh
(Vision-Aid programs started 2004)
Vision Aid Charitable Services Society (VACS) in Vizag is the flagship partner for Vision-Aid USA. It operates a center in Dwarkanagar, Visakhapatnam, offering 4 comprehensive courses in Computer Applications for the visually impaired. The Vizag team also offers training camps in surrounding blind schools and delivers online classes that are streamed to several remote locations. VACS also researches and assembles low cost assistive devices and has won several national awards for its innovative inventions – the Camera Mouse, Camera Cat and Vision Wand.

### Kolkata, West Bengal
(Vision-Aid programs started 2012)
Susrut Eye Foundation & Research Center, located in Salt Lake area of Kolkata, is a leading eye care provider in the city. Susrut offers state of the art services at an affordable cost to all sections of society and partners with Vision-Aid to offer low cost technology solutions to visually impaired patients.

### Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh
(Vision-Aid programs started 2015)
The Ahmadi School for the Blind in Aligarh is one of India's oldest blind schools, being established in 1927. The school already has a computer training lab. Vision-Aid provides free laptops to the blind students in the school and has provided free training to its teachers using its Train the Trainer program.

### Mangalore, Karnataka
(Vision-Aid programs started 2013)
Seva Bharathi, a non-profit volunteer-driven service organization was set up in 1991 to help people in distress. Vision-Aid works with Seva Bharathi's Roman & Catherine Lobo School for the Blind to offer computer training to school students as well as other local visually impaired residents in the area.

### Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu
(Vision-Aid programs started 2015)
CADRE-India is a volunteer driven organization working in partnership with the rural poor of India in the southern tip of India – Kanyakumari. Starting in 2015, Vision-Aid supports computer training programs for visually impaired students through CADRE.

### Berhampur, Odisha
(Vision-Aid programs started 2015)
Milton Charitable Foundation for The Visually Handicapped is a volunteer-driven, non-profit working for the welfare of the poor and down trodden, visually handicapped children and adults. Their center is located at Berhampur of Ganjam district Odisha. Starting in 2015, Vision-Aid began delivering courses in computer education to students at Milton School. Vision-Aid also supports vocational skills like candle making and incense sticks for blind.

---
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Welcome to ROYAL INDIAN BISTRO!

Royal Indian Bistro is a family owned restaurant and bar in the heart of Massachusetts serving authentic Indian cuisine in a pleasant, upbeat environment. We take great pride in delivering only the freshest ingredients and quality spices as would be done in a traditional Indian home.

We have worked hard to offer a menu that mixes both traditional and contemporary dishes, (both meat and vegetarian) available from mild to spicy and anywhere in between. We take special care of our vegetarian and vegan customers and offer gluten-free foods whenever possible.

On behalf of Royal Indian Bistro, we invite you to try some of the best Indian cuisine in the Boston area!

Ladybird Handcrafts is a full service handmade greeting card studio that prides itself on creating beautiful and humorous cards for all occasions

ladybirdhandcrafts.weebly.com
join us on : www.facebook.com/ladybirdhandcrafts

Ladybird Handcrafts
ladybirdhandcrafts.weebly.com

Best Wishes for the grand success of the show “Charmer, Warrior, Guide”

Tamil Makkal Mandram is proud to support Vision-Aid

Best Wishes for the grand success of the show “Charmer, Warrior, Guide”

Tamil Makkal Mandram
http://www.tmm-usa.org/
Aashna Didde, a 6th grader at Westminster Mill Pond School, has been learning Bharatanatyam for the past 6 years from Hema Iyengar of Nitya-Anjali School of Dance. She also learns piano, violin, Hindustani classical vocal, jazz dance and loves to read.

Abhinaya Narayanan, a 9th grader at the Moses Brown School in Providence, has been learning Bharatanatyam in Asparas Academy of Arts, from her mother, Guru Thenu Raajan, for over 8 years. An avid painter and pianist, she has performed in various temples and was part of the SEW A fundraiser in 2014.

Ananya Gurjar, a 10th grader at the Burlington High School, is learning Bharatanatyam from Guru Anandini Chandrasekhar. She participates in various cultural events. An avid painter and photographer, she also loves to read, travel, and volunteer for great causes.

Ananya Venkatesan, a rising senior at Nashua High South, has been learning Bharatanatyam for 10 years from Ms. Neha Parikh and won many competitions at NEMA, IANH, KANE & NETS. She also loves music, teaches Bollywood dance, plays Volleyball does Girl Scout community service, and excited to participate for the 4th year in Vision-Aid productions.

Anjanadevi Govindaraju, a rising 9th grader at Academy For Science and Technology, has been learning Bharatanatyam for 4 years from Guru Sheethal Dwaraka of Sowparnika School of Dance. She has taught and performed under a single roof.
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Ananya Venkatesan, a rising senior at Nashua High South, has been learning Bharatanatyam for 10 years from Ms. Neha Parikh and won many competitions at NEMA, IANH, KANE & NETS. She also loves music, teaches Bollywood dance, plays Volleyball does Girl Scout community service, and excited to participate for the 4th year in Vision-Aid productions.
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Ananya Gurjar, a 10th grader at the Burlington High School, is learning Bharatanatyam from Guru Anandini Chandrasekhar. She participates in various cultural events. An avid painter and photographer, she also loves to read, travel, and volunteer for great causes.

Ananya Venkatesan, a rising senior at Nashua High South, has been learning Bharatanatyam for 10 years from Ms. Neha Parikh and won many competitions at NEMA, IANH, KANE & NETS. She also loves music, teaches Bollywood dance, plays Volleyball does Girl Scout community service, and excited to participate for the 4th year in Vision-Aid productions.
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**Janaani Chandran Elumalai**, a high honors rising Freshman, has been learning Bharatnatyam for over 5 years from Smt. Veena Teli at the Chidambaram Nritya Kala Academy of Dance. This is her first year participating in a Vision-Aid production. She enjoys music.

**Jeyasakshi Kannan**, has been learning bharatanatyam for over 8 years. She is a disciple of Smt. Ranjani Saigal. This is her third year participating in Vision-Aid fundraisers. She has graduated from Marshall Simonds Middle School.

**Kavyti Vijayakumar**, a rising Freshman, has been learning bharatnatyam for the past 8 years under the guidance of Guru Sujatha Meyyappan of Kalam Academy of Dance. She likes participating in solo and group dance competitions. Her hobbies include music and art.

**Nikita Minocha** completed her Arangetram in Aug. 2013, under the tutelage of Guru Ranjani Saigal. She has participated in several Vision-Aid fundraisers and other cultural events to benefit the community. She is a rising junior at Boston University.

**Nishi Manikandan**, an 8th grade in Hopkinton Middle School, has been learning Bharatanatyam from Guru Thenu Raajan of Apsaras Academy of Arts for over 7 years. She is very excited for her first Vision-Aid production. Nishi also enjoys drawing, cooking, and playing basketball.

**Nithya Jonnavithula**, a rising freshman, has been learning dance for the past 6 years, and currently learns from Smt. Jasmine Shah. Along with dance, Nithya enjoys competing in speech tournaments, writing, and drawing.

**Poorna Bagchee**, a rising sophomore at Ashland High School, has been learning Bharatanatyam from Smt. SriPriya Natarajan Moorthy at Abhinaya Natya Sala since 2015. She also trained with Smt. Parvatha Chidambaram for 6 years and is excited to perform in her 2nd Vision-Aid production.

**Priyanka Joshi**, a sophomore at Algonquin Regional High School, learns dance from Smt. SriPriya Natarajan Moorthy at Abhinaya Natya Sala. She is very excited to be a part of Vision-Aid event and looks forward to growing her potential as a dancer through this production.

**Rianna Mukherjee**, a sophomore at Algonquin Regional High School, learns dance from Smt. SriPriya Natarajan Moorthy at Abhinaya Natya Sala. She is excited to participate in her 2nd Vision-Aid production.

**Sangeetha Jayaprakash** currently learns dance from Smt. SriPriya Natarajan Moorthy at Abhinaya Natya Sala. She is excited to be a part of her first Vision-Aid production and is looking forward to improving her dancing abilities. She also loves painting and reading.

**Shefali Bakre**, a 11 year old, is not only fun-loving and kind, but also passionate about dance. She is learning Bharatnatyam under Guru Anandini Chandrasekhar and has performed dance in many cultural and charitable events.

**Shreya Nagri**, a rising freshman at Nashua South, has been learning Bharatnatyam for over 8 years at the Chidambaram Nritya Kala Academy from Ms. Neha Parikh. She is excited about her first Vi-
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Add some spice to your event with a customized menu by Masala Art.

We invite you to enter a hidden world from a bygone era, full of splendor & opulence.

Mehendi Events, Weddings, Office Parties, Baby Showers, or any other type of social event.

Catering That Goes Beyond.

For Inquiries, contact us:
Masala Art
990 Great Plain Ave.
Needham, MA 02492
Phone: 781-449-4050
MASALA-ART.COM

Europe’s Best Airline

WE FLY TO MORE COUNTRIES THAN ANY OTHER AIRLINE
The festival of Holi is celebrated with color, with music and with dancing all day long. As the celebration winds down, the people go to homes and halls to feast on savory and sweet flavors that rival the colors and sounds and emotions of the festival.

We will bring all those flavors and aromas to you in an atmosphere that is always festive and colorful. Come celebrate with us!

**Daily Lunch Buffet (All 7 Days)**

- featuring appetizers, entrees, breads, salad, dessert, chutnies and chai.
- Time: 11:30am to 3:00pm
- Price: 11.95 + Tax

**Dinner Time**

- Time: 3pm to 10pm

Separate Private Dining Room Available for Special Occasions! Available for Birthday party, Baby shower, Office party capacity: 35 to 40

**Holi Catering**

Choose from the wide selection of Indian dishes on our menu or make your special request to our chef! With complete cocktail, wine and beer service, Holi can assure your guests of the complete special event experience!
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*To be eligible for Zeugma Reward Checking and Savings benefits, customers must fulfill the following 3 requirements on the Zeugma Reward Checking each month: receive a minimum of $1,200 in direct deposits, enroll in eStatements, and have ten (10) debit transactions posted and cleared per month (excluding internal transfers). Eligible Zeugma Checking accounts will be reimbursed up to $15 per month in ATM fees assessed by other banks and will receive debit card cash rewards of 1% on "Qualifying Purchases" per month. "Qualifying Purchases" include signature purchase transactions only where the customer selects "credit" as the transaction type. The debit card cash back reward and ATM surcharge refunds will be paid by the 15th day of the following month for the applicable statement cycle. Interest paid on Zeugma Checking balances is tiered. The annual percentage yield (APY) effective as of 1/1/17. The initial rate on the account shall be tiered. Interest earned may apply only after account opening. Interest is paid semi-annually. When you are eligible for Zeugma Checking benefits, then the interest paid on Zeugma Savings is the next statement cycle on balances of $50,000 or less with an annual percentage yield (APY) of 2.05%; an interest rate of 0.20% APY will be paid only for the portion of your daily balance that is greater than $50,000. The annual percentage yield (APY) for this tier will range from 0.20% to 2.05% depending on the balance in the account. If you do not qualify for the Zeugma Checking, you will be paid a 0.10% annual percentage yield (APY) on your entire balance in the Zeugma Savings. Annual Percentage Yield (APY) Effective as of 1/1/17. The initial rate on the account shall be tiered. Interest earned may apply only after account opening. Interest is paid semi-annually. Interest is subject to IRS tax reporting requirements IRS 1099-INT. Checking accounts subject to an inactivity fee of $10.00 for each 90 day period in which there is no customer initiated activity. One account per household. Not eligible with Step Anywhere relationship.

781-646-3900
www.leaderbank.com
Lender NMLS# 449250
EARN UP TO 1% CASH BACK on your debit card purchases
2.05% APY on savings balances up to $50,000
NO ATM FEES at any ATM, anywhere

22KT GOLD, ANTIQUE JEWELRY
18KT DIAMOND JEWELRY
Your oldest and your most Trusted Jewelers for the last 26 years

OPEN 7 DAYS
85 Wilmington Rd. (Rt 62) Burlington, MA 01803
781-230-9170
kaypee@openjewelers.com

B.D. NAYAK ARCHITECTS
AWARD WINNING FIRM
TEL: 781.843.1002
Email:bdnayak911@gmail.com
WE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING DESIGN SERVICES:
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR
NEW CONSTRUCTION, RENOVATIONS, ADDITIONS, AND INTERIOR
DESIGN

B.D. NAYAK, PRESIDENT
Principals: M. Arch (MIT), NCARB, FAIA, FIIA
CANTON, MA
HANOVER, MAGROTON, MA
B. D. NAYAK ARCHITECTS
AWARD WINNING FIRM
Proud to Serve the Local Community

Sanjay Thakkar, MBA
Agent, New York Life Insurance Company
201 Jones Road, 5th Floor, Waltham, MA 02451
Tel: (781) 392-1734
Cell: (978) 944-7777
sthakkar@ft.newyorklife.com
www.sanjay-thakkar.com

* Life Insurance  * College Funding
* Retirement Planning  * Business Succession Planning
* Estate Conservation  * Mortgage Protections

BMW of Sudbury
128 Boston Post Road, Rte. 20
Sudbury, MA 01776
(508) 903-5300
bmwofsudbury.com

Pranav Gill
General Manager
pgill@herbachambers.com

• Only 15 minutes from Rte.128/1-95 and the Mass Pike/I-90!
• Only 20 minutes from I-495!
Harvard Pilgrim understands there’s more than one way to better health and well-being.

You will have assurance that your visiting international family members can get the health care they need with our new program.

Count us in to help you on your personal and unique path to wellness

Harvard Pilgrim HealthCare

Visiting Family Medical Care Coverage

For more information call 617-509-8015 or email easternharmony@harvardpilgrim.org

Design: Kolam Media Creations
603.557.6931 kolamcreations@gmail.com